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In this paper, we continue our spectral-theoretic study [S] of unbounded 
closed operators in the framework of the spectral decomposition property 
and decomposable operators. Given a closed operator T with nonempty 
resolvent set, let f -f( T) be the homomorphism of the functional calculus. 
We show that if T has the spectral decomposition property, then f(T) is 
decomposable. Conversely, if f is nonconstant on every component of its 
domain which intersects the spectrum of T, then f(T) decomposable 
implies that T has the spectral decomposition property. A spectral duality 
theorems follows as a corollary. Furthermore, we obtain an analytic-type 
property for the canonical embedding J of the underlying Banach space X 
into its second dual X**. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We refer to [S] for notations and terminology, but for convenience we 
repeat some of the basic definitions. Throughout this paper, T is an 
unbounded closed operator with domain DT and range R, in an abstract 
Banach space X over the complex field @. C, denotes the one-point com- 
pactification of C. For SC C, we assume that every finite open cover of S, 
in symbols {Gi};=, E cov S has at most one unbounded set G,. An open 
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G c @ is a neighborhood of co, in symbols G E I/, , if its complement G’ is 
compact in C. If T has the single-valued extension property (SVEP) then, 
for ScC, 
is the corresponding spectral manifold. 
Inv T represents the lattice of all subspaces of X which are invariant 
under T. For YE Inv T, TI Y is the restriction of T to Y and T/Y denotes 
the coinduced operator on the quotient space X/Y. For a set ZC X, Z’ is 
the annihilator of Z in X* and, for ZC X*, ‘Z denotes the preannihilator 
of Z in X. A, denotes the family of all C-valued functions which are locally 
analytic on some neighborhood Q,, of a(T). 
1.1. DEFINITION. T is said to have the spectral decomposition property 
(SDP) if, for every (Gi};= ,, E cov a(T) with GO E V, , there exists a system 
{ Yi};= O c Inv T satisfying the following conditions: 
(I) Y,cD, if G, is relatively compact (1 <i<n); 
(II) X=C;=, Yi and o(TI YJcG, (or a(Tj Yi)cGi), O<i<n. 
There are two special types of invariant subspaces which occur fre- 
quently in spectral decompositions. 
1.2. DEFINITION [4]. Given T, YE Inv T is a spectral maximal space of 
T if, for every Z E Inv T, the inclusion B( T 1 Z) c a( T 1 Y) implies Z c Y. 
1.3. DEFINITION [S]. Given T, YE Inv T is said to be analytically 
invariant under T if, for every function f: wr+ D, analytic on an open 
CO,-c C:, the condition (L - T)f(A) E Y on wr implies f(L) E Y on CO,- 
The spectral maximal space is instrumental in the definition of the 
decomposable operator concept. 
1.4. DEFINITION [4]. T is said to be decomposable if, for any { Gi};=, E 
cov O(T) with G, E V,, there is a system ( Yi}r=, of spectral maximal 
spaces of T satisfying conditions (I) and (II) of Definition 1.1. 
A useful characterization of an analytically invariant subspace Y involves 
the coinduced operator T/Y on the quotient space X/Y. 
1.5. PROPOSITION [S]. Given T, let YeInv T be such that YC D,. Then 
Y is analytically invariant under T ijjf T/Y has the SVEP. 
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If T has the SDP then, for closed F c Coo, A’( T, F) is a spectral maximal 
space of T. For compact Fc @, a direct-sum decomposition of X( T, F) is 
available. 
1.6. PROPOSITION [S]. Given T with the SDP, for every compact F c @, 
there is E( T, F) E Inv T satisfying properties: 
XtT,F)=~t:“,FF)8X(T,IZI), 
o[TIE(T, F)] =a[TIX(T, F)]. 
The subspace Z( T, F), referred to as a T-bounded spectral maximal space, 
is characterized by the implication 
ZEInv T, ZcD.,o(T(Z)co[TI.S(T, F)]=-Zcz(T, F). 
Moreover, both X(T, F) and Z( T, F) are hyperinvariant under T (i.e., 
invariant under every bounded linear operator which commutes with T) 
[ibid.]. 
In terms of spectral and T-bounded spectral maximal spaces, the spectral 
decomposition of T with the SDP takes the following form 
X=X(T, co)+ i B(T, G,), (1.1) 
i= I 
where { Gi}l, O E cov c(T) with GO E I’, . 
While the classes of operators with the SDP and decomposable 
operators are indistinguishable in the Banach algebra B(X) [6], their 
unbounded extensions no longer coincide. They do iff X( T, 0) = {0}, [8]. 
2. FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS 
Throughout this section we assume that p(T) # a. Given T, fix a E p(T). 
Define the map @: Cc, -+ @, by 
A#& Azoo, 
A=CQ, 
I=a. 
Denote A=(T-a)-‘. 
2.1. LEMMA. Zf A is decomposable, then 
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(i) for euery closed F c @, X(A, F) E Inv T; 
(ii) ifO$F, then X(,4, F)cD,. 
ProoJ: We divide the proof into three parts. 
Part I. In this part we show that for closed Fc C with 0 $ F, we have 
X(A, F) E Inv T and X(/l, F) c D,. (2.1) 
If follows from 04 F that [A 1 X(A, F)] -I is bounded on X(A, F). Let 
x E X(A, F). Then 
x=A[AIX(A,F)]-‘~ER,=D,. 
Since A is injective, it follows from 
A{(T-cc)x- [A/X(/l, F)]-‘x)=x-x=0 
that 
(T- a)x = [A 1 X(,4, F)] - ‘x E X(A, F) (2.2) 
and hence X(,4, F) E Inv T. Thus, (2.1) is proved. 
Part II. Let G c @ be open with 0 E G. Put G, = G and choose G, c @ 
open such that (G,, G,} ECOV a(A) and O$ G,. Since A is decomposable, 
we have 
X=X(/l, G,) + X(A, C,). (2.3) 
Let x E X(A, G,) n D,. In view of (2.3), there is a representation 
(T-a)x= y,+ y, with y,~X(.4, Go, i=O, 1. 
Let z1 = Ay,. Then z1 E X(A, G,), furthermore 
z,=A[(T-LX)X-y,]=x-A~,EX(A,G,) 
and hence 
z, E X(A, G,) A X(A, G,) =X(/l, c, n G,). (2.4) 
Since 0 # G, n G,, it follows from Part I that X(A, G, n G,) E Inv T. Con- 
sequently, y1 =(T-cr)z,~X(A, G,nG,)cX(A, G,) implies 
(T-a)x= y,+ ~,EX(A, G,) 
and hence X(A, G,) E Inv T. 
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Part III. Let Fc C be closed with 0 E F. Choose open sets {G,} ,“= 1 
such that PC G, for all n and F= n;=, G,. It follows from 
X(A, F)= fi X(A, G,) 
n=l 
and from Part II, that X(,4, F) E Inv T. 1 
2.2. THEOREM. T has the SDP iff A is decomposable. 
Proof: (Only if) Assume that T has the SDP. Let {G;);= 0 E cov c(A) 
and, without loss of generality, suppose that 0 E Go and 0 # Gi (1 < i 6 n). 
Put H,=@ ‘(G,), Odi<n, and note that H,,E V, and each Hi (16i<n) 
is relatively compact. In view of a(A)= @[a(T)u { oo}], (e.g., [3, Lem- 
ma VII.9.21) {Hi} ;= 0 is an open cover of a(T). By the SDP, (1.1 ), 
X=X(T, R,)+ i Z(T, R,). (2.5) 
i=l 
Since the subspaces X( T, R,), Z( T, i7,) (1 6 i < n) are hyperinvariant under 
T, they are invariant under A. By using the above quoted spectral mapping 
theorem, we obtain 
o[A(X(T,i7,)]=@(o[T~X(T,Z-&)]u{co})c@(&)=G,, (2.6) 
o[A~Z(T,~i)]=@(o[T\E(T,~i)]}c@(~i)=~i, l<i<n. (2.7) 
By (2.5) (2.6), and (2.7) A has the SDP and since A is bounded, it is 
decomposable. 
(If) Assume that A is decomposable. Let (Hi);=,~cov a(T) with 
H, E l’, . Put Gi = @(Hi), 0 6 i 6 n, and note that { Gi};=, E cov a(A). 
Since A is decomposable, we have 
X= i X(A, GJ. 
i=O 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that X(A, G,)cInv T, 06 i<n and, for 
1 Q i < n, T1 X(A, Gj) is bounded. Furthermore, we have 
o[TIX(A,Gj)]=~-l{o[AIx(A,Gi)]}c~-’(Gi)=~i, O<i<n. 
Consequently, T has the SDP. 1 
2.3. COROLLARY. If T has the SDP then, for every f~ AT, f(T) is 
decomposable. Conversely, let f E A, be nonconstant on every component of 
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its domain which intersects c(T). If f( T) is decomposable then T has the 
SDP. 
Proof First, assume that T has the SDP. Given f EAT, let g(p) = 
f [@- l(p)]. By the functional calculus, 
g(A)=f(T). (2.8 1 
By Theorem 2.2, A is decomposable and hence g(A) is decomposable by 
[2, Theorem 2.111. Thus, f(T) is decomposable. 
Next, assume that f E A r is nonconstant on every component of Sz, 
which intersects a(T) and let f(T) be decomposable. It follows from [ 1, 
Theorem 3.31 and (2.8) that A is decomposable. Thus, T has the SDP, by 
Theorem 2.2. 1 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let T be densely defined. Then T has the SDP iff T* 
has the SDP. 
ProojI T has the SDP iff A is decomposable, iff A* is decomposable 
[9], iff T* has the SDP. 1 
A different approach to the functional calculus on unbounded decom- 
posable operators is to be found in [7]. 
3. A PROPERTY IN DUALITY 
In this section we waive the restriction p(T) # @ but we shall avail our- 
selves of a pertinent domain-density condition: 
(*): 4,=x, D,*=x*; 
(**): (*) and nT**=X**; 
(***): (**) and D,,,, =X***. 
With J and K the canonical embeddings of X into X** and of X* into 
x*** respectively, 
(e.g. is]): 
the following direct-sum decomposition holds 
X***=KX*@(JX)‘. 
Then, if P is the projection of X*** onto KX* along (JX)*, we have 
(x**/Jx)* = (LqL = N(P); (3.1) 
(X***/KX*)* = (KX*)’ = N(P*), (3.2) 
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where N(.) denotes the null space. Furthermore [S], under (**), P com- 
mutes with T** * and if ( ***) holds then P* commutes with T****. 
3.1. LEMMA [8, Lemma 2.21. Given T, let YE: Inv T be such that 
Y n D, = Y. If T* 1 Y’ is densely defined, then T/Y is closable and 
(T/Y)* = T* 1 Y’. 
3.2. PROPOSITION [8, Theorem 2.71. Given T, assume that (***) holds. 
Then JD,=JXn DT**, T*** 1 (JX)’ is densely defined and, for every 
Jx E JD,, we have 
JTx = T* * Jx. 
Now, we are in a position to prove an extension of Proposition 1.5 in 
duality. 
3.3. THEOREM. Given T, assume that (***) holds. Zf T* * ** has the 
SVEP, then JX is analytically invariant under T**. 
Proof: First, we note that (X**/JX)** and N(P*) are topologically 
isomorphic. In fact, X * * */KX* and N(P) are topologically isomorphic and 
our assertion follows from (3.1) and (3.2). 
Next, we show that T**/JX is closable, and (T**/JX)** is similar to 
T*** * 1 N( P*). By Proposition 3.2, JX is invariant under T** and hence 
T* */JX can be defined. Also by Proposition 3.2, T* ** 1 N(P) is densely 
defined and then Lemma 3.1 implies that T**/JX is closable and 
(T**/JX)* = T*** 1 N(P). The similarity of T**/JX)** and T**** 1 N(P*) 
will follow from the similarity of (T** *)- = T** */KX*. and I’* * * = 
T** * 1 NP. Let A: X** */KX* + iV( P) be the topological isomorphism and 
let (x***)~= x*** +KX* E X***/KX*. Let x*** E Dr.*.. Then (x***)-E 
DC,..*)- and since P commutes with T***, we have (Z-P) x*** E Dyer.. 
Then A(x***)*= (Z-P) x*** implies 
AD,,...,- c Dyr... 
Conversely, let x*** E DYLI.. Then x*** ED~“. n N(P), furthermore 
(x***)-G DC=.*.)- and ,4(x***)-=x***. Consequently, we have 
AD,,,,.,-= D,,+... (3.3) 
Now, letting x*** E DT..*, it follows from (3.3) and from 
,(T***)-(x***)-=A(T***x***)-= (I- p) T**ex*** 
= T***(Z- p) x*** = V***A(x***)A, 
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that (T** *)- is similar to Y***. Consequently, (T***)A is closed. Further- 
more, (3.2) implies 
[(T***)-]* = T**** JN(P*) 
and hence it follows that [T***IN(P)]* and T****[N(P*) are similar. 
Thus, (T**/JX)** and T**** 1 N(P*) are similar. 
Now let f **: w + D,.. be analytic on an open w c C and satisfy con- 
dition 
(A - T**) f**(A) E JX on 0. (3.4) 
On the quotient space X**/JX, with (f**)* corresponding to f **, (3.4) 
gives rise to 
(I - T**/JX)(f**)-(A) = 0 on 0. (3.5) 
By hypothesis, T ****IN(P*) has the SVEP and hence (T**/JX)** 
inherits the same property, by similarity. Thus, the minimal closed exten- 
sion T**/JX of T**/JX has the SVEP and (3.5) implies that (f**)-(n) = fi 
on w or, equivalently, f**(J) E JX on w. i 
3.4. COROLLARY. Given T, assume that (* **) holds. If T**** has the 
SVEP then, for any E c @, we have 
JX(T, E)=X**(T**, E)nJX. 
ProoJ: Assume that T ** * * has the SVEP. Then T** as well as T has 
the SVEP. Consequently, the spectral manifolds X**( T**, E) and X(T, E) 
are defined. The inclusion 
JX(T, E)cX**(T**,E)nJX (3.6) 
is evident. To prove the opposite inclusion, let Jx E X**( T* *, E) n JX. The 
resolvent function x**(*) of Jx identically verifies equation 
(A - T**) x**(A) = Jx on p,.(Jx). 
Since, by Theorem 3.3, JX is analytically invariant under T**, for every 
Icp,.(Jx), we have x**(A)eJX. For AEP&Jx), letf(l)=J-‘x**(l). 
Thenf: p,..(Jx) + D, is analytic on p,..(Jx) and 
(n-T)f(l)=(I-T)J-‘x**(IZ)=J-‘(l-T**)x**(l)=J-’Jx=x. 
409/108/2-IO 
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Thus, pT(x) 2 p,.*(Jx) or, equivalently, 
a,(x)co,.,(Jx)cE. 
Thus, x E X( T, E) and the opposite of (3.6) follows. 1 
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